DuRable PRoteCtion FoR youR RiMS

12 MONTH
REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

PRevent anD CoveR
Wheel DaMaGe

Rimskins are warranted to be free of manufacturing defects
for a period of 12 months from date of purchase. If found to
be defective, if possible please take a photo and email
(sales@rimskins.com) describing the nature of the defect. When
advised please return (with proof of purchase) for immediate like
for like replacement. (Please note: we will ONLY supply the same
colour under warranty.)
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This warranty is limited to the replacement of the defective product
only and does not extend to any consequential costs that may be
incurred should the product fail. Warranty does not cover costs
of returning defective product. However, Rimskins will bear the
cost of postage of the replacement product(s) to the claimant.
It is a strict condition of the replacement warranty that original
proof of purchase is provided at time of claim.
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If your Rimskins are defective please return the defective
product along with proof of purchase to the address below
and a replacement product will be sent to you.
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A great Australian invention

A great Australian invention

PLEASE READ
It is IMPERATIVE that you clean your rims FIRST with a solvent or
Acetone (eg. Klean Strip from Home Depot) as per our fitting
instructions. The wipes we provide are ONLY for removing excess
solvent after you have cleaned the rims. All tyre shines, mag wheel
cleaners (Armourall, Maguiars etc) use silicon, which can be hard to
see or remove and it
For instructions on how to use Rimskins, visit
www.rimskins.com.au. Click on the Fitting page
to see a video showing how to apply Rimskins.

Due to Australia’s dangerous goods laws, we are unable to send solvent or acetone based product through the mail.
For the best results please follow every step of the instructions.

Rimskins will cover most gutter rash; however, if your rims
are chipped or cracked, they may be dangerous and you should
seek the advice of a wheel specialist before fitting Rimskins.
For rims with existing damage, make sure any rough edges
are smoothed or sanded first. The better you prepare your rims,
the better Rimskins will work.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Read instructions before use.

NOTE:
a. 	Rimskins requires 12C to cure correctly. If you are in cold
temperatures use a heat gun or a hairdryer on the Rimskins
once they are installed.
b. 	The adhesive used on Rimskins is a two staged tape, the first
stage is only slightly tacky and is designed to assist in the fitting
process allowing you to peel/lift it up several times if needed.
	The second stage starts to cure to a very high bond over the
next 24h from fitting. This stage requires temperatures 12
degrees and higher to bond to full strength, if need be use a
heat gun or hairdryer/heater to help cure to a strong bond.
c. 	There is a current trend towards Matt and Satin finishes on
many wheels. These finishes tend to be harder to clean/prepare
and retain oil or silicone based wheel shine. To insure the
glue works best, go over these wheels more than once
with a suitable cleaner.

will stop the skins sticking properly to your wheels or may result in them
coming off after a short time. This is why you HAVE to use solvent first.
Whether they are new wheels, freshly painted, detailed and cleaned
or a new car etc, there are no exceptions to this rule!

2. The
	 performance of this product
is directly related to how well
you prepare the wheel rim
before application. Use a quality
solvent/acetone (not supplied)
and cloth to thoroughly clean
the wheel rim. Wait 5 minutes
for wheels to dry.
	Now and only now use the
Rimskins wipes provided to
remove any excess solvent.
Wipe with a clean rag and make
sure it is completely dry.

5. Apply
	
Rimskins from the top of the wheel rim and proceed in a
clockwise or anti clockwise direction, removing the backing strip as
you go. Avoid direct contact with tape surface.

DO NOT stretch or pull the RimSkin, allow it to follow the rim without force.

3. Ensure
	
the ends of the Rimskins
have been cut off squarely.
4. Peel
	 10cm of orange backing
strip from adhesive strip.

WARNING
Rimskins are only designed to protect wheel rims against kerb damage
incurred at low speed while parking. Rimskins are not designed to
protect wheel rims against kerb damage incurred at normal driving
speeds. Rimskins may not be suitable for all wheel rim designs.

6. When
	
application is complete, use scissors or a sharp blade to trim
Rimskins to the correct length.

The adhesive will not stick to surfaces that have been recently treated
with a Teflon- or silicone-based preservative/dressing treatment.
These treatments can be applied after the installation of Rimskins.

8. 	To clean, wipe over with wax and grease remover and cloth.

7. 	Firmly press Rimskins onto the rim.

